As web pages and web apps increasingly include heavy JavaScript code, JavaScript performance has been a critical issue. Modern JavaScript engines achieve a remarkable performance by employing tiered-execution architecture based on interpreter, baseline just-in-time compiler (JITC), and optimizing JITC. Unfortunately, they suffer from a substantial compilation overhead, which can take more than 50% of the whole running time. A simple idea to reduce the compilation overhead is ahead-of-time compilation (AOTC), which reuses the code generated in the previous run. In fact, existing studies that reuse the bytecode generated by the interpreter or the machine code generated by the baseline JITC have shown tangible performance benefits [12, 31, 41] . However, there has been no study to reuse the machine code generated by the optimizing JITC, which heavily uses profile-based optimizations, thus not easily reusable. We propose a novel AOTC that can reuse the optimized machine code for high-performance JavaScript engines. Unlike previous AOTCs, we need to resolve a few challenging issues related to reusing profile-based optimized code and relocating dynamic addresses. Our AOTC improves the performance of a commercial JavaScript engine by 6.36 times (max) and 1.99 times (average) for Octane benchmarks, by reducing the compilation overhead and by running the optimized code from the first invocation of functions. It also improves the loading time of six web apps by 1.28 times, on average.
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overheads of parsing, baseline JITC, and optimizing JITC. Moreover, reusing the optimized code early, even from the first invocation, can lead to additional performance benefits. Although the idea is straightforward, there are a few challenging issues for reusing the optimized code. For example, we need to relocate many dynamic addresses in the optimized code such as the hidden class addresses, which is not as simple as relocating static addresses in the baseline code. We also need to validate the speculations used during the profile-based optimization in the previous run, to confirm we can reuse the code in the current run. One issue is that sometimes it is impossible to reuse the code since an object specified in the check code for the speculation cannot be identified in the current run (maybe it is not even yet created when we are about to execute the code). Finally, the optimizing JITC can re-compile a function more than once during execution, so which version to save and reuse for AOTC is also an issue. We resolved these issues and implemented the proposed AOTC on the WebKit JSC engine. Our AOTC shows a much higher performance than the original JSC. As far as we know, our work is the first AOTC that reuses the profile-based optimized code generated by the aggressive optimizing JITC of modern JavaScript engines.
The rest of this article is organized as follows. Section 2 contains the background information on modern JavaScript engines and the optimizing JITC. In Section 3 we describe our AOTC approach and shows its design and implementation. In Section 4 we present the experimental results, and in Section 5 we review related work. We conclude in Section 6.
BACKGROUND

JavaScript Engine Architecture
Modern JavaScript engines generally adopt multi-tier architecture, which is composed of multiple execution tiers including the interpreter and the JITCs. These tiers operate on a functionby-function basis. Figure 2 represents a typical execution process of modern JavaScript engines, such as WebKit's JSC [3] , Chrome's V8 [10] and Firefox's SpiderMonkey [26] . Since JavaScript is distributed as the source code format, the JavaScript source code should first be translated before being executed. In the first tier, the parser translates the source code for an invoked JavaScript function to the bytecode. Then, the interpreter initially executes the bytecode to ensure quick start of JavaScript execution. When the function is repeatedly called and considered warm (10 times in JSC), the baseline JITC is triggered to compile the bytecode into simple machine code with minimal optimization (second tier). The baseline JITC also inserts the instrumentation code to collect some profile information. If the baseline code is executed enough to collect stable profiles (66 times in 54:4 H. Park et al. JSC), the function is considered hot, initiating the third tier. Now, the optimizing JITC recompiles the bytecode using many optimizations, and the most powerful one is profile-based optimization, which generates speculative code. If some speculation fails, however, de-optimization occurs to go back to the baseline code. The third tier will be explained in Section 2.2. More optimization tiers can be added after the third tier to optimize even hotter JavaScript functions (e.g., FTL in JSC).
Profile-Based Optimizations
Optimizing JITC performs various optimizations such as common sub-expression elimination, loop invariant code motion, function in-lining, etc., often employed in the static compilers. One thing to note is that the optimizing JITC also aggressively performs profile-based optimizations.
JavaScript is a dynamic-typed, object-oriented language. The type of a variable is changeable during execution. The properties (fields) of an object can also be dynamically inserted or deleted. The profile information the baseline code collects is mostly related to dynamic behaviors such as the type of variables or the shape of objects during execution. Then, the optimizing JITC generates code specialized for these profiles, speculating that the same behavior will be repeated in the future. Figure 3 shows an example JavaScript source code along with the baseline code and the optimized code. The source code shows that a global variable glob is first initialized to an integer 1. Then, the function foo() is frequently called in a loop, thus being optimized eventually by the optimizing JITC. foo() is repeatedly called with an argument object whose x property is initialized to an integer 2 (i.e., foo({x:2})). What foo() does is add two operands, the argument object's x property and glob. The baseline code of foo() generates each case of addition code for each operand type to handle dynamic types, as shown in Figure 3 .
From the profile information gathered during the baseline code execution, the optimizing JITC recognizes the following. First, glob is initialized once and remains unchanged. Second, the argument object passed to foo() always has the identical shape where the only property x is located at the first place (offset 0). Finally, two operands of the add operation, glob and x property, are integer values.
Based on this information, the function foo() is optimized as follows. First, loading of each operand of the add operation is optimized. For the x property of the argument, we need to generate code that loads the value of property x. In general, JavaScript engines make use of hidden class, a list of properties and their offsets in the object, to represent the shape of an object. So, every object has a pointer to its hidden class, and to access a property, we should first find the location of the property from the hidden class. However, we observed that foo() is always called with the identical-shaped object, so the argument object always has one kind of hidden class. Therefore, the optimizing JITC generates the code that directly loads the property x at the fixed location (cached offset 0) in the object without looking up the hidden class, expecting the argument will be the identical-shaped object in the future. This optimization of property access is known as inline caching [18] . Of course, this speculation may be invalid in the future, e.g., function foo() may be called with another-shaped object. To validate each speculation, the optimizing JITC also inserts guard code. In this case, the address of the observed hidden class is cached and compared to that of the hidden class of the current argument object. If two addresses are different, it means anothershaped object is passed as an argument (e.g., by foo({y:1,x:2}) in the source code of Figure. 3). It triggers a recovery mechanism called de-optimization, which stops the execution at that guard point in the optimized code and resumes the execution at an equivalent point in the baseline code with no speculation, thus continuing the execution. This is actually handled by the de-optimization handler invoked in Figure 3 , which switches the execution to the baseline code by recovering the baseline code stack. One thing to note is the optimized code of a function is not discarded right away, since the speculation might be valid next time when foo() is called. When there are many de-optimizations due to the failure of the guard code, the optimized code is finally discarded, and thereafter the baseline code is used instead. However, if the baseline code is executed frequently again, the function will be recompiled by the optimizing JITC, now with additional profiles gathered during the baseline code execution.
For the other operand glob, the optimizing JITC speculates that glob is a constant because glob is initialized once and unchanged. So, the value of glob (integer 1) is directly used in the add operation rather than generating the code of accessing and loading the value from the global stack. To guard the speculation on the constant value of glob, the JavaScript engine sets up a watchpoint for glob, which obviates the guard code; when there is an update for the variable, the JavaScript engine detects it immediately and discards any optimized code based on the speculation for the constant value. In Figure 3 , the watchpoint monitors the change of the glob variable and has a list of functions optimized with the monitored value. If glob is modified (as in the last line of the source code in Figure 3) , the watchpoint fires. Then, the optimized code of each function in the list is discarded and the baseline code is used instead, since the optimized code is no longer valid. After the invalidation, every invocation of function foo() is executed in the baseline code; even when foo() is recompiled, the watchpoint is not used again since it is invalid. A watchpoint is allocated only for those values that can be accessed globally, such as global variables or prototypes because it is inefficient to monitor every value.
Finally, for the addition operation, the optimizing JITC generates code specialized for integer adds, based on the profile information. Before the addition code, there is guard code that checks the type of the property x and jumps to the de-optimization handler if it is not an integer. Type check for glob is unnecessary because glob is already speculated as 1 and monitored by the watchpoint.
AOTC FOR REUSING OPTIMIZED CODE
In the previous section, we showed that the optimizing JITC performs many profile-based speculations. In this section, we describe the proposed AOTC, which reuses the speculated code. For the rest of the article, previous run means the run where we save the code for AOTC, while current run means the run where we reuse the saved code.
AOTC Framework
Our proposed AOTC framework works as follows, for each use of a function in the previous run:
(1) For a function compiled by the optimizing JITC, we save its optimized code in the AOTC file for reuse in the subsequent runs. We expect that reusing the optimized code can give a higher performance benefit in two ways:
• We can skip the whole compilation process, thus removing the compilation overhead completely.
• We can execute the optimized code from the first invocation of a function, rather than going thru the all compilation tiers (see Figure 4 and compare).
(2) For a function compiled by the baseline JITC, we do not save the baseline code in the AOTC file due to three reasons. First, the compilation overhead of the baseline JITC is trivial as seen in Figure 1 , so skipping it has little impact. Second, the performance impact of executing the baseline code instead of interpreting the bytecode would be negligible since the baseline code is not optimized at all, while interpretation is done only for first 10 times of function execution, so replacing the interpretation by the baseline code execution would make a little difference. Finally, the baseline code is much larger than the optimized code (our evaluation shows that the baseline code is 3.1 times larger), causing a high space overhead for AOTC. (3) For a function executed in the previous run, but not compiled by the optimizing JITC (including the function compiled by the baseline JITC in (2) above), we save its bytecode in the AOTC file. This will remove the parsing overhead in the next run, which is substantial as seen in Figure 1 .
Consequently, we save the bytecode and the optimized code in the AOTC file, considering both the performance impact and the space overhead. When a function is called for the first time, the AOTC framework checks to determine if the compiled code of that function exists in the file. If there is none, the JavaScript engine parses the function and interprets the bytecode as usual. If the bytecode or optimized code of the function exists, our framework loads and executes it directly. When we save the optimized code in the AOTC file, we also save its bytecode because the optimized code needs to access some JavaScript objects included in the bytecode during execution, such as the number or the string objects. Also, the bytecode is needed to generate the baseline code in case of de-optimization during the execution of the optimized AOTC code, because our AOTC does not reuse the baseline code.
How to Reuse the Optimized Code
The optimized code in the previous run is not directly executable in the current run in its present form, since the execution context and timing is completely different. This requires some modification of the code before execution in the current run, or slightly different code needs to be generated by the optimizing JITC. Some of these issues are challenging and complex, and will be addressed in from Section 3.2.1 to 3.2.5.
Reusing De-optimization Data.
When a function for which we save the optimized code is called for the first time, we need to perform three pre-processing steps before executing the optimized code, as depicted in Figure 4 . The simplest one is restoring the de-optimization data, which is needed when de-optimization occurs during the execution of the optimized code. That is, since register-allocated values in the optimized code should be re-allocated to the baseline code stack in case of de-optimization, we save the mapping information of register-allocated values in the AOTC file and restore them.
Watchpoint Validation.
Watchpoint-based code speculated with a constant value discussed in Section 2.2 cannot be reused directly. That is, since there is no explicit guard check in the optimized code, we first need to validate if the code can really be used in the current run, and then set up the watchpoint appropriately.
For example, in Figure 3 , glob is speculated as a constant value 1 in the optimized code of function foo(). When foo() is called for the first time in the current run, we first need to check if glob is indeed 1, before executing the optimized code. glob might have a different value if the current run takes a different execution path from the previous run, or if it is assigned by the result of a random function call even when the same path is taken. Maybe, glob is undefined initially and later defined just before we save the optimized code (in this case the validation will fail when the function is called for the first time). To validate the watchpoint-guarded speculation, we save the previous value in the AOTC file and compare it to the current value. If validation succeeds, we link the optimized code to the corresponding watchpoint to monitor the value, and allow execution of the optimized code. If not, we discard the optimized code and reuse the bytecode. Watchpoint validation is done as a pre-processing step as shown in Figure 4 .
Address Relocation.
The optimized code embeds many address values of objects. Since these addresses are not fixed across each run, they should be relocated to the valid address values before the optimized code is reused. For example, the optimized code in Figure 3 includes two address values: one for the de-optimization handler and the other for the hidden class. The de-optimization handler is a static routine, pre-defined in the JavaScript engine. To handle the relocation of these static addresses, we save the location and type of embedded addresses in the AOTC file, and the AOTC framework relocates each embedded static address to the valid address of the current run. Static address relocation is handled during the pre-processing steps before executing the stored optimized code, as shown in Figure. 4.
Unfortunately, we cannot relocate the address of the hidden class in this way. Hidden class objects are dynamically allocated in the heap during runtime. When foo() is called for the first time in the current run, we cannot easily locate the correct hidden class object in the heap, or the hidden class object might not have been created yet (if obj were created inside foo(), its hidden class object is not yet available just when foo() is called). To handle this dynamic address relocation, we modify the optimizing JITC to generate the code that can dynamically re-patch itself as shown in Figure 5 . That is, the check code includes an invalid hidden class address intentionally, so it fails initially and jumps to the property dispatcher routine. The property dispatcher is also a predefined routine that will re-patch the invalid hidden class address and the offset of the property x by the valid values, by accessing the hidden class from the current obj (using the hidden class pointer inside obj). In this way, the next execution of the optimized code can work correctly and efficiently if an identical-shaped object is encountered. When a different-shaped object is met, we jump to the property dispatcher again to re-patch the invalid hidden class address. If the re-patch request is frequent (two in our current implementation), it means that the shape of the object is unstable. In this case, we patch the code to jump to the de-optimization handler to give up using the optimized code.
There are other dynamic addresses in the optimized code for the engine internal objects such as the code block, but we can relocate them more easily. Dynamic address relocation is done mainly during the first execution of the optimized code of the function, as depicted in Figure 4 .
Disabled Optimizations.
Despite dynamic re-patching, our AOTC cannot easily validate two profile-based optimizations. One is function in-lining, which embeds the body of a callee function inside the caller function to reduce the function call overhead. In JavaScript, a function is an object. So, in the optimized code, the address of an in-lined callee object is cached to check if the current callee function is identical to the in-lined function, as shown in the example of Figure 6 . To relocate the address of callee() for AOTC, we would first have to validate if the in-lined body of the callee() is really that of the callee() function invoked in the current run. The function name "callee()" is not enough for validation since a function object can be reassigned during execution and even anonymous functions exist in JavaScript. We can try to compare the body of both callee functions for validation, but there can be more than one function that has the same body during execution. Dynamic re-patching might be used by compiling the body of the current callee thru the optimized JITC and replacing the in-lined code by the current callee's code, yet it is too complicated since compiling the callee only and merging it with the optimized code of the caller is complex (in fact, it might not even fit to the space of the previous, in-lined callee).
The other optimization is watchpoint-based speculation for constant objects (instead of primitive constants described in Section 3.2.2). This optimization is mainly used for the constant prototype objects in JSC (e.g., Math.random()). To verify the optimization, we should save the speculated object and compare it with the current object. This is too burdensome since we must save all properties of the object and compare one-by-one with the current object's properties.
Both optimizations have a similar issue as the relocation of the hidden class address in Section 3.2.3, since we first need to identify the object in the current run corresponding to the object for which speculation was done in the previous run. The difference is that hidden class can be easily traced starting from the object (via the hidden class pointer), while in-lined objects or constant objects have no starting point from which to trace. Therefore, in the current implementation we decided to disable these optimizations in the JITC when we generate the optimized code for AOTC. We found that their disabling affects the performance only by 4%, which seems to be small.
Optimized Code Version to Reuse.
A JavaScript function can be compiled several times by the optimizing JITC. For example, if the execution of the optimized code incurs de-optimization frequently (100 times in JSC), The JavaScript engine regards the code as no longer valid and discards it. Thereafter, the baseline code is executed, collecting more profile information. If the baseline code is executed enough again (66 times in JSC), the optimizing JITC re-compiles it based on newly accumulated profile information as shown in Figure 7 . This raises an issue of which optimized version we save for AOTC.
The last optimized code would cause fewer de-optimizations in the current run than the first optimized code since it is based on more profile information, thus having more check code and specialized code that can deal with more runtime cases (e.g., specialized for integer-add vs. specialized for double-add as well as integer-add). On the other hand, execution of more check code might have a slightly negative affect on the performance. We evaluated both the first optimized code and the last optimized code in our experiments.
One tempting idea is changing the tier-transition thresholds to obtain a better quality code to save for AOTC. For example, we can reduce the de-optimization threshold to discard the optimized code earlier, and reduce the hotspot detection threshold to boost the re-compilation by the optimizing JITC earlier with more profile information. Unfortunately, these attempts were not successful and we believe that the default threshold values in JSC are highly engineered ones, thus not easily adjustable for AOTC.
Implementation of AOTC on JavaScriptCore engine
We implemented our AOTC on the JavaScriptCore (JSC) of WebKitGTK version 2.11.1 (released on 2015-11-03), a commercial web engine used as a code base of Apple's Safari browser. We discuss some implementation issues here.
JSC Optimizing Just-in-Time Compiler (JITC) for AOTC.
There are two optimizing JITCs in JSC: DFG (data flow graph) and FTL (fourth-tier low-level virtual machine (LLVM)). DFG is enabled first when the baseline code becomes hot, and FTL is enabled when the DFG code is even hotter. For our AOTC, we use the DFG as the optimizing JITC. FTL translates the bytecode to the LLVM intermediate representation (IR) first, then generates the optimized code using the LLVM backend. Since AOTC requires relocation of addresses in the optimized code as well as other updates, AOTC for FTL would require changing the LLVM backend, which is beyond the scope of JavaScript optimization. Actually, FTL is rarely enabled, especially for web apps during app loading time.
Address Relocation of String Objects.
For character strings in the JavaScript source code (e.g., "glob", "obj", "x" in foo() of Figure 8 ), JSC internally represents each string by wrapping it into a StringImpl object in the browser heap (this is different from JavaScript string objects in the JavaScript heap). There is a string table in JSC which has the address of a newly allocated StringImpl object, as depicted in Figure 8 . The table is used for JSC to allocate a single StringImpl object for each unique string value, to avoid duplication of the same string values in memory (i.e., if the same strings are used in a function, their corresponding StringImpl objects will be identical).
The optimized code may embed the address of a StringImpl object to use the string value. By comparing the address of StringImpl, the optimized code can easily check if two string values are identical. For AOTC, we need to relocate these StringImpl addresses, so we made another table called the AOTC String Table as in Figure 8 . The AOTC string table contains only those addresses of StringImpl objects embedded in the optimized code of a function without any duplicated addresses. We save the AOTC table with the actual character string of each entry. When saving the optimized code, we mark the index of the AOTC string table for each embedded address. When reusing the optimized code, we first restore the AOTC string table by allocating a StringImpl object for each entry in the table (which will be added to JSC's string table too). Then, we relocate the embedded address based on the marked index number. By using the AOTC string table, we can save only necessary, non-duplicated character strings. One issue is that we save normal 8-bit ASCII character strings, but some programs exceptionally use 16-bit ASCII character strings obtained by computation of ACSII strings. These extended ASCII strings are complicated to save and restore, so we do not apply AOTC for a function that uses such strings.
Data Compression.
For a resource-restricted mobile environment, space usage would be a critical issue, so AOTC should use a minimal storage for saving the AOTC file. To reduce the size of the AOTC file, we used a compression technique called LZ4 [6] , a lossless compression algorithm focused on fast compression. For compression, we allocate additional data buffer to compress and decompress the AOTC data as a whole. When saving the code, every AOTC data is accumulated in the buffer during the execution. At the end of execution, the buffer is compressed once by the compression algorithm, and then finally stored into the AOTC file. When reusing the stored code, the entire stored data is loaded into the buffer from the file and decompressed. Then, the data buffer is accessed during the execution when the necessary code or data is needed. Data compression makes AOTC approach more feasible for a space-limited environment, but decompression overhead is added to the execution time. We evaluate and discuss the decompression overhead in Section 4.
Source Code Hashing.
If the JavaScript source code for which we made an AOTC file is modified, the AOTC framework should detect this to avoid reusing the wrong code. To solve this issue, we also cache the hash value of each JavaScript code together with the compiled code. Fast hash algorithm [17] is employed to minimize the calculation overhead. When reusing the compiled 
EVALUATION
Experimental Setup
We evaluated our AOTC on a quad-core 3.4GHz Intel i7 processor with 16GB RAM, running Ubuntu 15.10. We experimented with the industry-standard Octane JavaScript benchmark and six web apps. The Octane JavaScript benchmark consists of 17 tests that cover various computational intensive and real-world-based workloads, such as the PDF reader(pdfjs), 2D and 3D physics engines (Box2DWeb and Mandreel), and the full compiler, which compiles the superset of JavaScript to the pure JavaScript (Typescript). The six web apps we chose to experiment with are the apps from various domains, all of which are programmed with one or more popular JavaScript frameworks as listed in Table 1 . We evaluated three AOTC configurations:
• AOTC_Bytecode (AB): reuse only the bytecode • AOTC_All_First (AAF): reuse the bytecode and the first optimized code • AOTC_All_Last (AAL): reuse the bytecode and the last optimized code
All presented results are the average of 10 measurements.
Performance Analysis
We first mainly discuss the evaluation against the Octane benchmark. Figure 9 shows the performance impact of each AOTC configuration, compared to the performance of the original JSC engine. The average speedup is 1.15x (AB), 1.81x (AAF), and 1.99x (AAL), respectively. All three AOTCs improve the performance for all programs (except for slight degradation in AAF for Richards). The performance improvement of AOTCs comes primarily from the reduction of the compilation overhead. To analyze this impact, we break down the JavaScript execution time into the parsing time, the baseline JITC time, the optimizing JITC time, the preprocessing time for AOTC, and others, as depicted in Figure 10 . AAF or AAL reduce the compilation overhead much better than AB since they remove much of the optimizing JITC overhead. They cannot eliminate the total compilation overhead though. One reason is that recompilations still occur when we reuse the optimized code due to de-optimization. The other reason is that we could not apply AOTC to some functions, as we mentioned in Section 3, so they are compiled by the JITCs.
Early execution of the optimized code starting from the first function invocation can also contribute to the performance improvement. We estimated this impact by subtracting the reduced compilation overhead from the total reduced execution time. Some programs show a tangible impact such as box2d (19.9%), DeltaBlue (106.2%) and Navier-Stokes (41.5%). Other programs have little impact, so their performance improvement is mostly due to the reduced compilation overhead. Table 2 compares parsing, baseline compilation, and optimizing compilation counts for the original run and the AAL run. We can see that AAL has significantly fewer compilation counts compared to the original run, as expected. Table 2 also shows the number of optimized functions saved in AAL. For some benchmarks, this number is higher than the number of optimizing compilations in the original run. We found this is due to the disabled in-lining in our version of optimizing JITC used for AOTC. That is, if a caller becomes hot earlier than a callee, the optimizing JITC will compile the caller with the callee being in-lined, then the callee will not be compiled separately even when it becomes hot since it is already in-lined; if in-lining is disabled, both the caller and the callee will be compiled. Table 2 also shows the number of validation attempts for watchpoints and the number of functions with failed validation. Some programs such as Mandreel or Richards have many watchpoint failures. This makes AAF and AAL performance similar to AB for Mandreel, and makes AAF performance for Richards even worse than AB. Actually, more than half of the stored optimized code could not be reused because of the failed watchpoint validations (AAL for Richards performed better than AAF, though, which seems to be due to fewer de-optimizations; see Table 3 ). These failures are mostly due to uninitialized or differently initialized global variables when reusing, as discussed in Section 3.2.2. Finally, Table 2 shows that there are quite a few static and dynamic address relocations to reuse the optimized code. When comparing AAL and AAF in Figure 9 , AAL shows an average performance 1.1 times better than AAF. This is due to fewer de-optimization counts in AAL as shown in Table 3 . The highest speedup appeared in DeltaBlue (1.32x), which shows the largest difference in de-optimization counts between AAF and AAL. AAL reuses the last optimized code, more profiled and specialized with more cases, compared to AAF, which reuses the first optimized code with insufficient profiling. Additional type-check overhead in AAL does not seem to affect the performance. In Table 3 , we can also see some cases where the de-optimization count is higher in AOTCs, especially in AAF, compared to the original. We found that most of these cases are due to the lack of profiling during the bytecode interpretation. As we explained previously, JSC does not perform profiling during the bytecode interpretation but only during the baseline code execution. This can cause the optimized code fail to deal with those cases occurring during the interpretation, and if so, deoptimization can occur during the initial invocations of such functions. Since AAL is based on more profiles, it might include those missing cases observed during interpretation. Some decrease of de-optimization counts in AOTC is due to the disabled optimizations, which lead to reduced speculations and guard code for them, thus fewer chances of de-optimization. Figure 11 shows the size of AOTC files compared to the size of JavaScript source code. By using the compression algorithm, all AOTC configurations take a space less than three times of the source code size, on average (which is half of the uncompressed case). The decompression overhead is less than 1% of the total execution time. Both results show that our AOTC is feasible space-wise.
Space and Decompression Overhead
Performance Impact on Web App Loading Time
We also experimented with six JavaScript-heavy web apps to see if AOTC has an impact on their app loading time, which is the time from the start of app and until the first screen of the app is rendered. Since JavaScript code executed during app loading is mostly for app initialization, including the web framework (e.g., jQuery) initialization, it is usually a repeated task with the same hot functions executed with the same computations, thus suitable for AOTC. Figure 12 shows the performance impact of AAL on app loading time for the six web apps. The speedup is 1.28x on average, most of which comes from reusing the optimized code during the initialization of the framework (the decompression overhead of AOTC takes less than 0.5% of the app loading time). Our estimation also shows that three apps show considerable performance improvement by the early execution of the optimized code from the first function invocation, such as Painter (13.5%), Pathfinding (13.7%), and StarterKit (16.1%). Since the app loading performance is more critical to user experience than steady-state performance or benchmark performance, these results indicate AOTC is promising for improving real web experience.
Performance Impact on Web Page Loading Time
Finally, we experimented with four popular web pages selected from the Alexa list [1] , to check if AOTC has any impact on their page loading time. Figure 13 shows that the speedup of web page loading by AAL is 7.4% on average, which is much smaller than that of the web apps, yet still tangible (also, there is no performance degradation). The reason for the smaller impact is that web pages typically have much smaller JavaScript portion than web apps. Furthermore, JavaScript in web pages tends to be executed less repeatedly than benchmarks [36, 38] , which means that JavaScript code in web pages are rarely compiled by the optimizing JITC. In fact, we found that most of the performance gain in Figure 13 comes from reusing the bytecode, not optimized machine code. So, it is clear that JavaScript-heavy webs gain more benefit from reusing the optimized code. 
RELATED WORK
Persistent Code Cache
A persistent code-cache scheme saves the code during one run to reuse it in later executions as a means for amortizing runtime translation costs. Hazelwood and Smith first characterized the optimization persistence where each optimization is repeated during successive program executions in the context of a dynamic optimization system [15] . From experiments on a broader set of applications, this work demonstrates that there is a significant opportunity for leveraging inter-execution persistence (persistence between same program executions). In addition, there are even a few opportunities for inter-application persistence (persistence between different program executions).
Based on the observation of optimization persistence, implementations of persistent code cache have been explored mainly in the domain of binary translation. Reddi et al. describe the persistent code cache for a dynamic binary instrumentation tool, Pin, to extend the scope of code reuse to both inter-execution and inter-application [37] . In particular, each code trace of a program is stored in a file, and library code generated by other programs is also shared between different programs. This method benefits programs with severe startup costs and large code footprint. Bruening and Kiriansky suggest a method of sharing code caches among multiple processes for the DynamoRIO dynamic instrumentation engine [5] . Shared code caches employ the adaptive level of granularity that supports maximum inter-process sharing for unchanging application code while dynamically switching to a fine-grained model that performs for dynamically changing code. This work achieves a significant reduction in memory usage and startup time.
Compared to the previous methods, our approach focuses on reusing the dynamically generated code only for inter-executions since reusing the optimized code is specialized for each program with specific inputs. However, JavaScript frameworks such as jQuery are commonly exploited in real web apps. Therefore, the optimized code of each framework code can be shared between different programs. This approach is left as a promising future task.
JavaScript Performance
There have been many research efforts to improve the JavaScript performance. We review some of them relevant to our work.
asm.js is a strict subset of JavaScript intended to be the target language of translation from statically-typed languages such as C [27] . This language is designed to allow apps written in statically typed languages to be run on the web browser while maintaining the performance closer to that of native code. Source-to-source compilers such as Emscripten generates asm.js code with type annotations using subtle syntactic hints [40] . This enables the JavaScript engine to quickly optimize the code without online profiling. However, the syntax of asm.js is very restrictive and is not suitable for hand-written JavaScript code. On the other hand, our approach handles the entire JavaScript language without any restriction.
WebAssembly is a new low-level web standard language, which is similar to asm.js that provides multiple languages with a compilation target so that they can run on the web [14] . Since WebAssembly is a compact binary format with static-type system, it can run faster than JavaScript by initially compiling with existing optimizing JITC. This language is designed to complement and run alongside JavaScript, so it is also an alternative for high performance JavaScript.
Kedlaya et al. describe an approach to reduce the number of de-optimizations by using ahead-oftime profiling (AOTP) [22] . The main idea of this work is to perform offline profiling by running the JavaScript program on the web server. The offline profiler collects information about types and object shapes as well as causes of de-optimizations. Client JavaScript engines then compile hot functions earlier based on the offline profiling information, generating the optimized code to avoid all de-optimizations observed during the offline profiling.
Oh and Moon propose a snapshot-based technique to accelerate web loading sequence (startup of web page until the first screen appears) [30] . They cache snapshots of the JavaScript heap objects generated during the loading time, and restore the heap from the snapshots to skip the execution of load-time JavaScript code. Although this approach represents substantial performance impact, it is suitable only for the loading sequence. In contrast, our AOTC deals with entire JavaScript execution, including the loading time.
CONCLUSION
This article proposed the ahead-of-time compilation approach to reuse highly optimized code with profile-based optimization for modern JavaScript engines. It can achieve a better performance than existing approaches, which only reuse the bytecode or machine code generated by the baseline JITC. We made the following contributions in this article:
• To the best of our knowledge, we proposed the first approach to reuse the profile-based optimized code for modern JavaScript engines.
• We efficiently resolved the issues related with reusing the optimized code, such as dynamic address relocation and validating previous speculations.
• We implemented our AOTC technique on a commercial JavaScript engine and experimented with the benchmarks, real web apps, and web pages.
• We improved the JavaScript performance by 1.99 times on average, and by 6.36 times on maximum for JavaScript benchmark. We also achieved a tangible reduction of loading time for web apps and web pages.
Future web apps will increasingly include heavy JavaScript frameworks, so their compilation overhead will be critical. We expect our proposed AOTC can make greater performance impact for these apps, as seen from the result of web-loading performance. We also expect AOTC can improve the energy efficiency for the mobile computing environment by sharply reducing the compilation overhead, which is left as a future work.
